
About Jupyter



Jupyter Notebook

• The IPython Notebook, now known as the Jupyter Notebook, is an 
interactive computational environment, in which you can combine 
code execution, rich text, mathematics, plots and rich media. The 
code can be written and executed directly on a browser. It is like a 
notebook that contains your code.

https://ipython.org/notebook.html

https://jupyter.org/

https://ipython.org/notebook.html
https://jupyter.org/


Getting started with Jupyter

• For using Jupyter, we will rely on Anaconda installation which is 
available through the following link: 
https://docs.anaconda.com/anaconda/install/

• Anaconda provides a navigator, which is a graphical user interface, for 
the desktop that allows the launch of various applications for Python 
and R without using any command-line commands. Anaconda 
includes Jupyter Notebook as an application within it. Throughout 
this course, we will write all our code on Jupyter notebook.

https://docs.anaconda.com/anaconda/install/


Opening the Jupyter notebook

Click here



Opens in browser

Click here



Create a folder

Click here



Select the folder

Click here



Rename it



Folder is renamed

Click here



Working folder

Click here



Start Python notebook

Click here



A notebook is created

Click here to change file name



Rename the file

Rename it to helloWorld





Code cells

• The code in Jupyter is written in code cells. Each cell represents a 
piece of code that accomplishes a task.

Add new cells

Write your code here

Run a specific cell

Stop executionRemove cells



Code cells

• The shortcut to execute the cells is Shift+Enter



Code cells

• The shortcut to execute the cells is Shift+Enter



Markdown cells

• Text or comments can be added in your code using markdown cells. 
Jupyter allows text to be written as headings, equations, lists etc.

Single, double or multiple # denotes a heading

Change it to Markdown



Markdown cells

Post execution, it looks like this.

Press Shift+Enter to execute



Raw NBConvert

• This is of use only when you are converting your Python code to other 
forms like HTML or Latex. When you make this conversion, the Raw 
NBConvert cells are interpreted in a specific way based on the output.

• Raw NBConvert is ignored by Jupyter while you are writing your 
Python code in cells.


